Medicomat 4025 GR Hunter NLS Bio-Resonance Diagnosis &Therapy

Is a bio-resonance device (95% of accuracy), recently marketed in Europe. Very advanced in the field of
bio-resonance and quantum medicine, the institute, founded in 1987 by Professor Vladimir Nesterov, has
designed the only non-linear analysis system (NLS) to date to obtain a CE medical approval (class IIa),
recognized in the European Union. It makes it possible to detect many pathologies in each organ at a very
early stage.
The Medicomat 4025 NLS performs a complete health check using non-intrusive technology based
on torsion field theory. The headset with electrodes is connected to a computer that checks the
wavelengths of energy from the patient’s body. The visualization is done in 3D for each component
separately and at a level of accuracy down to the chromosome level. The low frequency oscillation
range is from 0.7 to 13 Hz. The device detects the presence of parasites, microbes, bacteria and
viruses. The extreme sensitivity of the newest Hunter 4025 NLS allows pathologies to be detected
in each organ, based on bio-resonance technology, which stipulates that each organ, and each cell,
emits a particular electromagnetic frequency.
TREATMENT with Medicomat 4025 GR NLS:
Details function:
1) Green body examination without any harm
2) Device can see the health status of the internal
organs at present time and 3-5 years ahead.
3) Rapid detection of 12 systems of the body, tissue

changes and cells. The treatment is carried out
on eight levels: the first on the molecule, and
then the ultrastructure, DNA helix,
chromosome, nucleus, cell, tissue, up to the entire organ, making it the very effective and
successful. The client can observe the effectiveness directly on the screen. A comparative analysis
shows the changes that take place before and after treatment.
4) The test shows in which development stage the disorder is in and if the process is acute or
chronic. Furthermore, it is possible to determine how the disorder will develop in the future. This
allows to discover if a therapy is suitable or if the body can solve the problem by itself.
5) The estimate determines not only the type of disorder but also identifies the severity of the
disorders. After the measurement, the Medicomat can treat the client with the function META
Therapy, Phyto therapy, Acupuncture Therapy, Iris Therapy and other based on the frequency
feedback.
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Medicomat 4025 Hunter 3D NLS application areas:
-Chronic-degenerative illnesses of all kinds, autoimmune diseases, adjunct therapy to tumors.
-Weak immune system, chronic infections.
-Acute and chronic pain and inflammations.
-Fatigue, exhaustion, sleep disorders, depressions, migraine, psychosomatic illnesses, allergies,
eczema, neurodermatitis.
-Hormonal disturbances, menopausal difficulties, PMS
-Old age illnesses.
-Pediatrics: growth problems, behavioral difficulties.
-Spinal symptoms: back pains, pains in joints, tensions, arthritis.
-Injuries, bone fractures
-Sports medicine, preparation for competition.
NLS 3D 4025 Hunter Recognizes and Can help with:
-Osteo-skeletal system(bones, joints, muscles, etc.)
-Lymphatic system, lymph nodes individual
-Vascular system(coronary vessels, arteries, veins, capillaries).
-Nervous system,(brain, spinal cord, hypothalamus, pituitary)
-Urogenital system(kidney, bladder, ovaries, uterus, prostate)
-Respiratory system(lungs, trachea, bronchi, etc.)
-Digestive system (stomach, intestines, esophagus, liver, etc.)
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-Endocrine system(thyroid, adrenal glands, etc.)
-Bacteria, fungi, candida, viruses and parasites.
-Blood components, hormones and enzymes.
-Allergens and environmental toxins.
-Food, herbs, homeopathic, pharmaceuticals etc.

Detecting Pathologies at a Benign Stage
Electromagnetic waves are transcribed by sensors located in the 4025 Hunter’s headset. The data is
recorded in the form of 3D diagrams and compared to a database, containing the frequencies of all
common pathologies at their different evolutionary stages. The deviations identified from the
standard are measured, analyzed and recorded in a report prepared by the Medicomat 4025 system.
The discrepancies, even the smallest ones, make it possible to detect many pathologies at a still
benign stage, making it possible to quickly set up preventive therapies. In short, the device in
principle saves a lot of time compared to a traditional scheme where the patient first consults a
general practitioner, undergoes tests, then is referred to a specialist, etc.
Since bio-resonance and quantum medicine are classified as non-conventional medicines, the Hunter
4025 NLS targets a clientele of naturopathic doctors and alternative medicine therapists.
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RESEARCH Rejuvenating Patients
According to the Institute of Applied Psychophysics, Medicomat 4025 3D Hunter must do nothing
less than revolutionize medicine by using torsion field technology to prevent, treat and cure a very
wide range of pathologies. Vladimir Nesterov (creator) even claims that the electromagnetic
radiation emitted by the devise could give it the ability to rejuvenate certain types of patients after
an experiment carried out with twelve female volunteers aged 51 to 58. They were exposed to a
polarized torsion field for 12 months, with weekly sessions of 10 minutes. V.N.: “Five to eight months
after the start of the exposure, the twelve women showed the first signs of rejuvenation. All these women
were menopausal and had observed a complete cessation of menstrual cycles for more than two years. For
all women, the estrogen level increased on average by 2.2 times from baseline. Six women have seen a
regeneration of their menstrual cycle and one gave birth to a healthy child after the experiment ended.”
WHAT IS BIO-RESONANCE? Bio-resonance or electromagnetic medicine is an alternative therapy
considered unconventional. It assumes that the human organism, as an energy field, emits and absorbs
electromagnetic vibrations. This therapy uses highly developed and sophisticated devices capable of collecting
vibrations from the body by means of an electrode, which are then returned to the patient but modified by
means of specially developed programs. It basically corrects dissonant vibrations in certain organs of the
human body that could lead to disease. To understand bio-resonance, we must return to the basic principles
of quantum physics. According to Max Planck, matter is highly condensed energy. This implies that the
human organism constitutes an electromagnetic field. Depending on our perspective, this field is presented
either as electromagnetic particles or as electromagnetic waves.
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Introduction: Bio-resonance is a holistic physical method that can be used diagnostically and therapeutically
to treat various diseases. Bio-resonance uses the electromagnetic waves it receives from the patient. This
biophysical method of treatment alters the energy field of the affected organism, increasing the effectiveness of the
autoimmune system, thus improving the patient’s overall health.
Methods: A quasi-experimental design was used to examine whether bio-resonance had an effect on the
symptoms of the patients. Statistical data processing involves a study of various parameters such as age, gender,
studies, occupation, intolerance or illness as well as the existence and balancing of allergic charges. The study
included 311 patients from doctors and bio-coordinating laboratories in Athens, Thessaloniki, Volos and Xanthi.
The sample of the study included both men (120 subjects - 38.58%) and women (191 subjects – 61.42%), aged from
2 to 76 years old. The age group with the largest number of patients included those aged from 31 to 45.
Results: The patients under treatment came forward with symptoms mostly nasal (61.09%), followed by eye,
respiratory, cutaneous, and gastrointestinal symptoms. Most of the patients (90%) observe no symptoms at all or
show significant improvement of their symptoms after a period of 12 months of bio-resonance treatment. These
results show that bio-resonance intervention had a significant effect on the improvement of symptoms and this
improvement is even obvious 12 months after the intervention; p<.01.
Conclusion: We believe that the forthcoming results contribute to a better understanding of the effect of bioresonance on the human body and its affect in preventing and restoring health issues.
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